Product Description for
Cisco Vulnerability Management – Advantage, Kenna.AppSec, Kenna.VI+, and Cisco Vulnerability Management – Premier

This Product Description is for Cisco Vulnerability Management – Advantage (formerly known as Kenna.VM), Kenna.AppSec, Kenna.VI+, and Cisco Vulnerability Management – Premier (formerly known as Kenna.VM-Premier) (the “Product”). Capitalized terms, unless defined in this document, have the meaning in the EULA or General Terms (either known as the “Agreement”), found here: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/legal/cloud-and-software/end_user_license_agreement.html. For clarity, this Product Description has historically been referred to as an Offer Description or Supplemental End User License Agreement. References to those documents in the Agreement should be interpreted as a reference to this Product Description.

1. Summary

Cisco Vulnerability Management – Advantage allows organizations to prioritize and manage vulnerabilities based on risk. Kenna.AppSec enables centralized management of application security findings and vulnerabilities. Kenna.VI+ provides organizations with access to intelligence on vulnerabilities irrespective of scanner findings including, but not limited to, Cisco Vulnerability Management risk score. Cisco Vulnerability Management – Premier is an advanced tier of Cisco Vulnerability Management – Advantage and includes remediation performance analytics, access to Cisco Vulnerability Management’s comprehensive vulnerability intelligence, and information on zero-day vulnerabilities present in the organization’s environment.

2. Support and Other Services

The Product includes Cisco Vulnerability Management and Kenna Security’s Support and Maintenance as described here.

3. Data Protection

The Cisco Vulnerability Management – Advantage, Kenna.AppSec, Kenna.VI+, and Cisco Vulnerability Management – Premier Privacy Data Sheet (available here) describes the Personal Data that Cisco collects and processes as part of the delivery of the Product. For further information on how Cisco processes, uses, and protects all categories of data, please visit Cisco’s Security and Trust Center.

4. Special Terms

The vulnerability intelligence data that is provided with Cisco Vulnerability Management – Premier via the user interface or APIs may only be used in support of assets that are licensed for Cisco Vulnerability Management – Premier. To use vulnerability intelligence data for assets not licensed with Cisco Vulnerability Management – Premier, you must separately purchase the Kenna.VI+ offer, under which licenses are based on total number of employees in your organization and not a per-device basis.